
Why Modulr?

Modulr stops payments getting stuck. That’s why we’re the 
preferred payments partner for many travel companies across the 
UK and EU.   

   

Through our payments network and services, we enable 
hundreds of enterprise customers and thousands of SMEs to 
process and reconcile large amounts of payments automatically 
and in real-time.     

    

Core to Modulr’s success is our robust platform, our connections 
to payments schemes, and our ability to operate at scale. This is 
all underpinned by our status as an Electronic Money Institution 
(EMI) in the UK, regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, and 
in the EU regulated by De Nederlandsche Bank. We handle over 
$100bn of annualised payment volume and have an industry-
leading uptime of 99.999%.    

Innovative travel 
payment solutions 
Virtual cards and so much more
The payment landscape in the travel industry is evolving rapidly. Customers are now 
starting to seek diverse payment options for their travel experiences, while suppliers 
want specific payment methods tailored to their preferences. To stand out in a 
competitive market, travel companies need to meet these challenges. That’s where 
Modulr comes in, combining a robust virtual card program with embedded payment 
technology, giving travel companies everything they need via a single API.

Virtual cards
Our virtual cards are used by travel businesses all over the world, increasing operational 
efficiency, boosting revenue and enhancing customer and supplier experience.

Industry-leading rebates


Earn a highly competitive rebate on all 
card spend, boosting your profit 
margins with a new revenue stream.

Access an extensive range of Visa and 
Mastercard virtual cards across multiple 
interchange levels. These ensure higher 
acceptance rates and enable you to 
negotiate with suppliers globally. 

Acceptance everywhere


Improve cashflow management with 
just-in-time payments, giving you 
flexibility to only fund when payment is 
due.

Unlocked working capital


Reduce fraud and improve security by 
locking your card to your specific use-
case and preferences with our dynamic 
controls.

Enhanced protection


Streamline your reconciliation and 
operational processes by assigning 
unique booking reference fields to 
individual cards, saving your teams 
hours of admin.

Efficient reconciliation


Embedded payments
The Modulr platform goes beyond virtual cards, encompassing collections, 
disbursements, and supplier payment options. This comprehensive infrastructure is 
embedded into your tech stack to streamline your operations and enhance your offering 
– all through a single API.

Account to account transfers

Access a wide range of payment types 
including Faster Payments, SEPA and 
SEPA Instant, SWIFT, Bacs, and CHAPS, 
enabling you to use the most efficient 
method for each payment.

Reduce errors and save time with all 
payment methods being available under 
one platform. No more switching 
between providers.

One platform for all payments

Save on conversion costs by holding 
accounts and transacting in 11 
currencies (and counting). This also 
simplifies monitoring business 
performance in different areas.

Extensive range of currencies


Offer multiple collection options such as 
Direct Debit and Open Banking to 
improve your customer experience.

Alternative collection methods

Solutions


